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Invest in your bottom line; expand your market access
PRINTER MODEL

By investing in EFI Wide Format printers and inks, you
not only can increase the profitability of your existing
business, but also position yourself for profitable
expansion or market share gain. EFI printers provide
access to traditional and specialty applications across
many substrates. They also deliver outstanding print
quality, productivity, flexibility, and give you a fast
return on investment that involves using the printer for
as little as two hours a day .
TM

MARKETS

H1625 LED

H652

Production printing
Print shops / franchise shops
Quick printers
Graphic artists
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Whether you are a quick or screen printer or own
a commercial, production printing, graphic arts, or
packaging business, these advantages can have a huge
impact on your profitability, market share, and access
to new opportunities.
Check out all the market, application, substrate, and ink
possibilities for your business .

Banner and sign shops
Screen printers
Packaging
Fine arts
Commercial printers
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Specialty printing
Promotional items
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The “less than two hours a day” data point is based on gross profit model of $1–$3 per sq ft for a mix of rigid and roll media and
printing in HQ mode at 80% efficiency on H652 printers only. ROI examples are available upon request.
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The applications, substrates, and inks listed in the charts represent the “standard” of what can be done on specific printers.

The EFI H1625 LED printer is available with a choice of ink sets:
•

3MTM ink for a wide range of high-flex applications, including those that require the 3MTM MCSTM Warranty

•

POP ink with a harder cure for volume rigid-board printing and stacking
PRINTER MODEL

APPLICATIONS

H1625 LED

H652

PRINTER MODEL

SUBSTRATES

Point-of-purchase

PETG (acrylic)

Display graphics

Foam core

Tradeshow graphics

PVC

In-store displays

Styrene

Floor graphics

Ceramic tiles*

Window graphics

Wood

Backlit graphics

Gator boards

Outdoor graphics

Dibond

Banners and sign graphics

Coroplast (fluted polyprop)

Flat surface vehicle graphics

Paper

Stage and theatrical graphics

Privacy film

Graphic overlays

Vinyl

Architectural printing*

Canvas

Packaging prototypes

Static cling

Fine art reproduction

Block out banner vinyl

White ink printing

Magnet

Specialty printing

Poly films

Promotional items

Wall coverings

* Dependent on a specific material and may
require pre-treatment.

H1625 LED

H652

Uncoated metals*
Glass*

EFI fuels success.
We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging,
textiles, ceramic tiles, and personalized documents, with a wide range of printers, inks, digital
front ends, and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite that transforms
and streamlines the entire production process, increasing your competitiveness and boosting
productivity. Visit www.efi.com or call 650-357-3500 for more information.

Nothing herein should be construed as a warranty in addition to the express warranty statement provided with EFI products and services.
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